Somalia is experiencing its worst drought in over four decades. More frequent and intense floods and droughts fuel competition over natural resources, exacerbating community tensions and vulnerabilities. In combination with decades of conflict and instability, climate change poses a serious challenge to peace and security.

- Somalia’s two-year long drought has exacerbated livelihood and food insecurity, with increased risk of famine by the end of 2022 in the Bay region. A fifth consecutive failed rainy season may prolong the drought into 2023.
- Some one million Somalis have been displaced by drought since January 2022. Many have moved into crowded urban areas with limited access to crucial services, plagued by risks to health, livelihood and food security, and safety.
- Al Shabaab has leveraged the current drought and risk of famine to advance its operations: levying taxes on drought-affected communities, attacking relief efforts, and destroying critical infrastructure.
- Tensions among political factions weaken the government’s capacity to respond to climate change, while climate-related disasters continue to have a disproportionate effect on marginalised minority clans.

The UN Security Council (UNSC) has stressed the need for strategies to assess and manage the risks of climate change, ecological change, and natural disasters in Somalia. The UNSC has requested the UN Assistance Mission in Somalia (UNOSOM) to include climate-related security risks in its reporting, and UNSOM and the UN system have stepped up their capacities to support the Federal Government of Somalia (FGS) and Federal Member States (FMS). Efforts by the newly elected Federal Government to appoint a special envoy for drought response and a new Minister of Environment and Climate Change can support this aim by enhancing analysis and coordination mechanisms. Future political and security transitions, including the planned transfer of security responsibilities by the African Union Transition Mission in Somalia (ATMIS), should preserve national, federal and local capacities to analyse and respond to climate-related security risks, and reinforce the UN system’s capacity to implement climate adaptation and human security mandates in Somalia.

**RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:**

- The UN system, with international and regional partners, should support the FGS in adopting climate-sensitive risk assessment and management strategies, working across the Humanitarian–Development–Peacebuilding (HDP) nexus. Responses to climate-related security risks should leverage climate adaptation funding to address shorter-term humanitarian and longer-term development needs, incorporating ecosystem thinking, and strengthening local adaptive capacity in gender-sensitive ways.
- The Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD), the African Union (AU), and the UN system can support the FGS with access to early warning systems and analysis for preventive measures to reduce the risks of climate-related displacement or migration triggering violent conflict. This should include capacity-building for the Government to manage early warning systems and reach communities through preventive actions.
- Climate-related security risks should be integrated and mainstreamed in the Somali Security Forces (SSF) (military, police and maritime forces) to enhance preventive responses. In preparation for the transfer of security responsibilities, ATMIS and UNSOM should support and develop the capacity of the SSF to analyse and prevent climate-related security risks and to counter armed group tactics linked to climate change and disasters.
- The UN should institutionalise and sustain finance the position of UNSOM Climate Security Advisor to support capacity-building across the FGS, FMS and the broader UN system in Somalia; enhance coordination with the Government and across the HDP nexus; and boost community participation in addressing climate-related security risks. The UNSOM Climate Security Advisor should continue to support national efforts that ensure that climate-related security risks are integrated into national, federal and local governance.
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**ND-GAIN Country Index**

The ND-GAIN Country Index captures a country’s vulnerability to climate change and other global challenges, and its Readiness to improve resilience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>ND-GAIN Country Index</th>
<th>Global Peace Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>34.7/100</td>
<td>2.9/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>34.5/100</td>
<td>3.3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>33.8/100</td>
<td>1.9/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>33.3/100</td>
<td>2.3/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Climate Exposure: Trends and Projections

Somalia has an arid and semi-arid climate with significant seasonal variability influenced by monsoons, tropical cyclones and the Indian Ocean and Red Sea coastlines. The El Niño Southern Oscillation also contributes to climate variability: rainfall increases in El Niño years and decreases in La Niña years.\(^1\)

Somalia has two rainy seasons: Gu (March–June) and Deyr (October–December). Extreme weather and disasters have occurred more frequently over the past 25 years.\(^2\) An early end to the 2022 Gu season led to a fourth failed rainy season and the worst drought in more than four decades.\(^3\) La Niña conditions and below-average rainfall are expected for the 2022 Deyr season, which could lead to a fifth consecutive failed rainy season and prolong drought conditions into 2023.\(^4\)

Temperature: Annual mean temperature is close to 30°C across Somalia, the country has experienced a gradual increase in mean temperature since 2015 (as of 31 July 2022). Extreme weather and disasters have occurred more frequently in Somalia.\(^5\) Importantly, food insecurity, and ca. 1.5 million children under the age of five are expected to be severely malnourished by the end of 2022.\(^6\) The integrated food security phase classification (IPC) projects famine conditions between October and December 2022 in Somalia’s south-central Bay area.\(^7\) When combined with increasing attacks by Al Shabaab, the polarised political landscape, and the declining economy, the capacity for FGS, FMS and local governments to respond to the climate crisis are severely weakened.\(^8\)

Livelihoods have been upended by drought, declining crop and livestock production, high food prices, and disrupted supply chains. Russia’s war in Ukraine has halted critical food imports – Somalia imports almost half of its food supplies – and increased the prices of food staples like rice and sorghum, fuel and fertilizers.\(^9\) This threatens poor urban households and internally displaced persons (IDPs) in particular, who often spend 60 to 80 per cent of their earnings on food.\(^10\) The drought has exacerbated water shortages, with up to 80 per cent of fresh water sources drying up.\(^11\)

Urgent relief is required. The 2022 Somalia Humanitarian Response Plan called for US$1.5 billion, which was later revised to raise funding requirements up to $2.27 billion, but only $1.07 billion (47 per cent of total funding) has been committed at the time of writing.\(^12\)

Climate-related Peace and Security Risks

Climate change is rarely the main driver of conflict – but it can undermine development gains, exacerbate the dynamics of ongoing violence and disrupt fragile peace processes. In turn, violent conflict and political instability can weaken community resilience to the effects of climate change. This Fact Sheet uses four interrelated pathways to navigate the relationship between climate change, peace and security: (1) livelihood deterioration, (2) migration and mobility, (3) military and armed actors, and (4) political and economic exploitation and mismanagement.\(^13\)

Livelihood Deterioration

Climate change and extreme weather events affect livelihoods and coping capacities, and increase the risk of violent conflict in Somalia.\(^14\) Loss of income from agriculture and pastoralism can heighten the risk of violent conflict or joining armed groups when people find their livelihood security threatened.\(^15\)

Highly variable seasonal rainfall and increasingly frequent rapid-onset disasters threaten the resources and grazing routes essential to farmers and herders in Somalia.\(^16\) Locust outbreaks in 2019 and 2020 – the worst in almost 25 years – heavily impacted food security and crop production in Somalia, leading to a loss of ca. 20 per cent of national crop yields.\(^17\) The current drought has made it harder for communities to meet their dietary needs, and rising food prices have led to critical food shortages and increased risk of famine.\(^18\) Marine fisheries could provide important livelihood and food alternatives, but are increasingly threatened by ocean acidification, de-oxygenation, and rising sea surface temperatures, impacting the health and distribution of marine species.\(^19\) Illegal fishing, mainly by international fleets, limits the full benefits of the sector for Somalia.\(^20\)

Maladaptation (adaptation with negative effects) may result from the absence of livelihood alternatives and longer-term planning in Somalia. Strategies tend to focus on shorter-term gains, pursuing inadequate or
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Climate-related shocks to livelihood impact women and men differently in Somalia. Women, often the main providers for their households, experience an increase in domestic workload and responsibility when the men migrate to cities for employment. During periods of drought, women must also walk longer distances to collect firewood and water, which exposes them to risks of gender-based violence at livestock grazing and firewood-collection zones, especially when there is a lack of lighting or shelter. Climate change can also increase the risk of revenge killings and armed clashes when clans compete over dwindling land and resources; Somali men are most often the victims here.

With support from international and local partners, the FGS and FMS should improve their capacities to track and analyse the effects of climate change on livelihoods in Somalia. Responses should move towards area-based, cross-sectoral approaches to cover humanitarian and longer-term development needs. Adaptation and resilience-building should be gender-sensitive, with specific attention to the leadership roles of many women in coping with, and adapting to, the effects of climate change. Somali women are often at the forefront of rapid-onset disasters: they also have crucial leadership skills when it comes to responding to these crises.

Migration and Mobility
Climate change can influence migratory movements and displacement. Migration can be an adaptation strategy for groups whose livelihoods or survival are jeopardised by the impacts of climate change. There is some evidence that climate-related migration in Somalia has fuelled local tensions and even impacted national conflict dynamics. Major displacement can change the clan composition of host communities, threatening the control of dominant groups and leading to violent tensions. IDPs may suffer from inadequate clan protection, weakened social cohesion and security, with some evidence that IDP sites have been the locus of inter-group conflict as well as targets for recruitment to armed groups like Al Shabaab. In 2021, 90 per cent of IDP sites in Somalia were in urban centres where the lack of urban planning policies for coping with such influxes often leave people without access to basic services. The current drought has displaced over 1 million people, who join the 2.9 million Somalis already living in IDP camps.

The FGS and FMS should take preventive measures to reduce the risk that climate-related migration contributes to violent conflict. Regional and international partners – IGAD, AU and UN – can support the FGS and FMS with access to early warning systems, to increase response capacities. Nature-based solutions that use ecosystem services to strengthen resilience can also preventively address environmental degradation and reduce the risk of displacement.

Military and Armed Actors
When climate change affects the availability of natural, human and other resources, armed groups adapt their strategies and tactics accordingly. Al Shabaab has capitalised on the climate-related insecurities resulting from the current drought, imposing heavy taxes on food supplies produced in rural areas under its control. It has also benefited from climate impacts to boost recruitment. Studies show that livelihood deterioration caused by climate change can trigger economic decline, which increases the risk of livestock raiding or people joining armed groups to sustain themselves.

Al Shabaab has also used extreme weather events to position itself as an alternative service and relief provider. In response to the current drought, it has distributed cooking oil, rice and sugar to impacted communities. Al Shabaab has also used extreme weather events to position itself as an alternative service and relief provider. In response to the current drought, it has distributed cooking oil, rice and sugar to impacted communities. It has also challenged government relief efforts, including by setting fire to water wells and communication and electricity infrastructure. Al Shabaab has also used extreme weather events to position itself as an alternative service and relief provider. In response to the current drought, it has distributed cooking oil, rice and sugar to impacted communities. It has also challenged government relief efforts, including by setting fire to water wells and communication and electricity infrastructure.

The Juba and Shabelle rivers in southern Somalia are important year-round water sources for people and livestock during periods of serious drought, but water levels have been historically low this year.
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The absence of dependable institutions for water management due to the ongoing conflict has also led to severe degradation of water resources. In some cases, Al Shabaab has exercised control over water resources, blocking access to rivers, poisoning wells or destroying water infrastructure, to advance its own strategic operations.

Efforts to curb the influence of armed groups like Al Shabaab include the FGS’s national strategy and action plan on preventing and countering violent extremism. The Somalia Transition Plan also outlines a drawdown and handover from ATMIS to the SSF. The UN system, and national and international partners, can support the SSF by strengthening the Somali defence and security architecture, and improving the provision of services to local communities to build a buffer against armed group tactics. Understanding of climate-related security risks and the root causes of armed recruitments must be fully mainstreamed into the training and capacity building of the Somali military, police and maritime forces.

**Political and Economic Exploitation and Mismanagement**

Local and national elites can use disasters to strengthen their control over critical resources, at the expense of weaker or marginalised groups. There have been cases where powerful clan militia have looted and attacked livestock and food stores in minority communities during famines. Moreover, minority clans are disproportionately affected by disasters, as evidenced in the 1992 and 2011 famines, as well as the current drought.

Political and economic elites can exploit gaps in land governance systems and tenure rights to capture territory at the expense of local communities. Climate change has led to a significant reduction in cultivable land and an increase in competition around land rights in Somalia. The problem is exacerbated by the absence of clear land management and legal systems to adjudicate territorial disputes. Clan relations and the position of marginalised groups and clans have remained linked to conflict dynamics among dominant groups on a national scale. Political and clan elites may also capitalise on grievances to gain support for their political agendas and divert attention away from the climate crisis. This became apparent during the 2021–2022 presidential elections, which were delayed by a polarised political environment and attacks by Al Shabaab.

The FGS and FMS, with support from regional and international partners, should strengthen their capacity to prevent and resolve clan and local disputes, including those linked and exacerbated by climate change. Early anticipatory preventive responses to emerging climate-related security risks can disrupt attempts by local and national elites to manipulate climate impacts. Stronger land tenure rights and management systems that integrate traditional mechanisms of land-dispute adjudication, such as xeer, must be supported.
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